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May Ip leads Zemer Atik at the Grey Bruce One World Festival in Owen Sound, Ontario,
May 31, 2012. See p. 24. Photo: Gary Murphy.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Hither and Yon
by Karen Bennett

In this issue, our contents are interestingly varied,
and range all over the world, from Europe to Asia
to… Ontario. (Okay, we may not be a continent, but
we’re pretty big…)
In Sheryl Demetro’s review of the Yiddish
dance café, she mentions attending Michael Alpert’s
workshop in Toronto in 1992. I was at that workshop
too, and had a most memorable time. Below is a
recent photo of Michael that we couldn’t cram into
the space with the café article.
Speaking of running all over
the world, we received a lengthy
account (about 5,400 words)
of the journey that Murray and
Lavinia Forbes took to Chile in
October 2012. Look for it as a
pdf on the OFDA website under
“Articles.” On January 31 of
this year, Murray wrote, “We
are off to Argentina on Monday
[February 4] – don’t cry for
me….” Murray will be back in
our pages in the October issue
to regale us with the story of a
“magnificent trip” to the Czech

Republic in December 2012 that was “entirely without
hurricanes or freak storms or insurrection or civil
unrest of any kind.”
On tap for the June issue are a bounteously
illustrated feature by Nancy Nies on a 1987 journey
with the Dunaj dancers to attend folk dance festivals
in Hungary and what was then Yugoslavia; an account
by Judy Bourke of the trip to Turkey in October 2012
by herself and four other Hamilton dancers; and “A
Brief History of L.I.F.E.” (the London folk dance
group) by Heidi Williams.

Michael Alpert
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The OFDA has an e-mail list in order to communicate timely information of interest to
folk dancers. If you would like to add your name to the list, send an e-mail request to:
ontariofolkdancers@gmail.com

Please do let us know about special events!
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FROM OUR CALIFORNIA CORRESPONDENT

Dancing the Sardona in Barcelona
by Nancy Nies

In April 2009, during a three-month stay in Toronto,
Paul and I made a four-day business trip to Barcelona.
This gave us the opportunity to sample traditional
Catalan dishes, marvel at the fantastical Gaudì
architecture, and dance the Sardana, the national
dance of Catalonia.

Florida. Having at first smilingly declined Francesc’s
invitations to join his circle, we finally succumbed to
his persistent requests, joined hands with him and the
others, and experienced an unforgettable afternoon.

We had known that the Catalans gathered on
Sundays at noon in the cathedral square to dance.
When we arrived, several circles of dancers had
already formed, the band was ensconced on the
cathedral steps, and the dancing had begun. At first
glance, the Sardana seems simple, with its slow tempo
and small steps, but it is actually fairly complex.
Aware that the natives are not always happy to have
“tourists” join in, we stood behind the dancers, and
eventually managed to follow along reasonably
well.

With coats and purses safely piled in the middle of the
circle, the Sardanistas hold their hands high as they
do the Sardana, which is not only a dance but also a
symbol of Catalan national pride, unity and identity.
To watch it being danced in Barcelona’s cathedral
square, go to www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=
XhK0BIZoyac.

After a while, one of the dancers took an interest
in us and, though we had very little language in
common, we “chatted” a bit. His name, he told us,
was Francesc. When he found out that we were from
California, he introduced us to a dancer friend who
spoke some English and had visited a daughter in
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OFDA’s Yiddish Dance Café

Photo: Leon Balaban

by Sheryl Demetro

Helen Winkler demonstrates Zhok, a.k.a slow hora, a genre of dance
related to the Romanian folk dance.
On Saturday, February 2 we were treated to an OFDA
dance café in Toronto. This evening’s theme was
Yiddish dance featuring Helen Winkler teaching us
some of the traditional Yiddish dances she has
researched and compiled, and the Yiddish Swingtet
Trio, comprised of three talented musicians – Jonno
Lightstone, klezmer clarinetist; Jordan Klapman,
pianist; and Tony Quarrington, guitarist. An additional
treat was Judith Cohen singing and translating several
Yiddish songs.

where the dances were that used to be done to this
older form of Jewish music. Musician Michael Alpert
was the primary researcher who unearthed information
and began teaching the dances. Helen states on her
website: “There is a beautiful simplicity to traditional
dances like Freylekhs that welcomes everyone to join
in, regardless of age, virtuosity or experience. It’s time
to bring these dances back into our lives, to celebrate
together, to enjoy. It is a testament to the resilience of
the Jewish people that we are still here and we are
still dancing.”

The room was decorated with vintage photos or
drawings of dancing couples, weddings and other
celebrations, some with brief explanations underneath.
On each table was a sheet containing “a few useful
Yiddish words” for us to ponder over dinner.
Helen’s interest in reviving these almost-forgotten
dances led her to develop her website, yiddishdance.
com, to gather with others of like interest. She states
that during the klezmer revival in the late 1970s and
1980s, young Jewish musicians were curious to know
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On a historical note, I attended Michael Alpert’s
klezmer workshop sponsored by IFDC in November
1992. He was accompanied by The Flying Bulgar
Klezmer Band and shared dances such as Freylekhs,
Sher, Hora, Khosid, Bulgar, Sirba and Runde, some
of which Helen taught at this café.

6

Helen called us to the dance floor. We had a large,
engaged circle of dancers eager to join in, and the
atmosphere was happy. She explained that these
~
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conclude the dance. We danced for approximately
an hour or so; Helen mentioned that in former
times some celebrations, such as weddings, might
last up to seven days depending on the wealth of
the families!
To round out our Yiddish café, vocally
talented Judith Cohen entertained with a selection
of songs accompanied by the musicians. Judith
gave a brief translation of each song beforehand:
“Di Sapozhkelekh” (“Little Boots,” a love song),
“Lomir Zikh Iberbetn” (“Let’s Not Fight”), “Bist
Du Mit Mir Broygez” (about anger), and the
original “Dona Dona” by Sholem Segunda. When
she noticed July Silver in the audience singing along
to a couple of the songs, Judith beckoned to her to
join her at the microphone for a duet, which she ably
did.

Improvisation – a common feature in
many Yiddish dances.
Yiddish dances were older folk dances, different from
the newer Israeli choreographed dances. She also used
a microphone so that everyone could hear her
historical explanations and dance instructions. Thank
you, Helen. In her clear manner, Helen started us off
with Zhok, a slow hora, which led to the Shiffer’s
Tanz or sailor’s dance, a simple dance that I quite
liked; and then Vengerka, a Russian ballroom dance
in the Hungarian style. Freylekhs was originally a
spontaneous dance in line or circle formation, where
dancers used a variety of steps, such a “shuffling sort
of walk, a two-step, or alternating stepping and
stamping” within the structure of the circle. Dancers
could demonstrate their individual improvised moves
in the centre of the circle as their enthusiasm
dictated.
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Concluding our evening there was international
dancing for all to enjoy. Thank you to OFDA, whose
cafés have proved to be welcome events for our folk
dance community.

Photo: Bev Sidney

We then formed couples in a circle and Helen
demonstrated several improvised styles we could
mimic. She then cleverly had us form four-couple
squares to dance Sher, a Jewish adaptation of the
quadrille or square dance. This may have originally
been a tailor’s guild dance, with the figures representing
a pair of shears and threading the needle, although the
origin of Sher is still being studied. We did it without
the threading-the-needle part due to time constraints.
There were several set patterns and then an
improvisational portion where each couple in turn
went into the centre of the square showing off their
newly acquired improvised styles. We were told that
it was acceptable to improvise at any time during this
dance, saying, “We’re not British; we’re Yiddish!”
Helen had each square meld into one large circle to

Our very talented teacher, singer(s) and musicians
were thanked with enthusiastic and appreciative
applause.
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Musicians Jonno Lightstone on clarinet, Jordan
Klapman on piano, and Tony Quarrington on guitar.
~
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On Having a Multicultural Superhero Alias
by Nadia Younan

Nadia taught at the OFDA Assyrian café in Toronto
on October 13, 2012; see article on p. 22 of the
December 2012 issue.
Growing up in such a multicultural place as the
Greater Toronto Area, I have often heard the question,
“What is your background?” Though we share a
common Canadian identity, many of us have rather
diverse histories. I have always replied that I am
half-Italian, half-Assyrian, a response that is almost
without fail followed by the comment, “Oh, you’re
Syrian!”, to which I must further reply that I am not
Syrian but Assyrian. This inevitably leads to a brief
history lesson on a little Christian minority group from
the borderlands of Syria, Turkey, Iran and Iraq and
on the ancient Mesopotamian civilizations. It seems
that people often find my mixed European/MiddleEastern background quite interesting, an opinion I
happen to share.

Abruzzo is also known as Abruzzi.

My mother was born in Toronto to Italian
immigrants from the region of Abruzzi. She grew
up around many other Italian newcomers, as well

as already established Canadian communities. My
father, however, has a different story. He spent his
childhood in Iraq, coming to
Canada in his mid-teens under
a changing political climate in
his homeland. Though today’s
Assyrian population in Toronto
and the GTA numbers in the tens
of thousands, when my father
first arrived in the late 1960s
there were only approximately
150 to 200 Assyrians residing
here.

Nadia plays saxophone (her face is covered by the music, she was
later amused to notice) in the Complesso Bandistico Giuseppe Verdi
at a festa in Woodbridge (Vaughan), Spring 2012.
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I recently asked my mother
how it was that, of all of the
young men in her neighbourhood,
she happened to find one of the
only 200 Assyrians in Toronto.
The story goes that she worked
part-time at a local convenience
store that my paternal uncle also
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Assyrian music that I was previously unaware
of, such as raweh (folk songs which tell stories,
and would often be sung at social gatherings).
When I tried to research various traditional,
sacred, and popular Assyrian musics, I found
the available sources highly limited. I have since
come to have an interest in the documentation
and study of Assyrian music, and hope to pursue
this area in further graduate studies. Currently,
I am a masters student at York University and I
am working towards completing a major research
paper on the role of the wind band in the Italian
festa tradition.
One Saturday this past spring may be seen
as a poignant reflection of my dual ancestry.
During the morning and early afternoon I
played saxophone at a festa with the Complesso
Bandistico Guiseppe Verdi (a local Italian wind
band). As soon as the gig was over, I had to rush
to Carassauga (Mississauga’s annual multicultural
festival), where I dressed in traditional Assyrian
clothes and danced to the sounds of khigga music. I
felt as though I had a multicultural superhero alias:
Italian by day, Assyrian by night!

In the 14th century BCE. Assyria was still limited to the
area around Nineveh and Assur. Its greatest expansion
was in the 7th century.
worked at. My dad would come around to see his
brother, but he also happened to see my mom. And
the rest, as they say, is history.
I think that, for me, this was rather a fortuitous
union. Growing up half-Italian, half-Assyrian has
led me to feeling comfortable in two worlds. On one
side of my heritage spectrum, I enjoy listening to the
tarantella music of my nonno (Italian grandfather),
feasting on the homemade pasta of my nonna (Italian
grandmother), and attending various ceremonies in
the Roman Catholic Church. On the other end, I feel
equally comfortable around the aromatic cooking of
the Middle East, listening to music of Iraqi/Assyrian
artists such as Ashur Bet Sargis, and attending the
often ancient-sounding ceremonies of the Assyrian
Church of the East. Having a foot across the threshold
of two such different backgrounds has, I feel, led to
my interest in exploring and understanding a variety
of cultures. I find it truly amazing that despite any
differences among the world’s many cultural groups,
music-making is common practice to all. It is this
sentiment that has led to my interest in pursuing
research in the field of ethnomusicology.
As part of exploring my Assyrian heritage,
I have been a member of the Assyrian Chaldean
Syriac Student Union for the past three years. In the
process I have learned about many different types of
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Nadia at Carassauga festival, having
switched from her Italian persona.
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The Trip from Hell Via India, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam
by Murray “Indiana” Forbes
Folk dancers and intrepid travellers Murray Forbes and his wife, Lavinia, live in the town of Órgiva in
southern Spain, whence they retired from Canada in 2009. In January and February 2012, they visited Asia,
and with great alacrity Murray conjured up a (very long) account of an amazingly miserable journey. When
asked to shorten the article, he did so without a murmur, commenting on re-submission,“Com[e] to think of
it, I also cut the only reference to folk dance on the trip, namely the Cambodian classical dance show put on
for tourists with strong digestive systems in Siem Reap. I can juggle this back in for the sake of relevance as
opposed to impact if you insist on editing a folk dance magazine.” To conform with this (possibly unreasonable)
insistence, he re-inserted the Cambodian classical dance reference.
There are certain clear-cut rules that need to be
observed prior to embarking on any trip to Asia.
First, one must never plan any movement of
any kind in or around any holiday. So, in practical
terms, one should never move at all in India; not wise
also to expect to get anywhere in India during and
around Christmas and New Year. Tet is the Chinese
and South-East Asian New Year and is sort of like a
Spanish or Greek Easter combined with a Canadian
or UK Christmas except that it is also ancestor-based,
which requires everyone to frantically go somewhere
else to be with family. It lasts a week or so and,
like Christmas in India, people take their holidays
around it as well. The lunar-based Year of the Dragon
commenced at midnight of 22 January in 2012 – not
the ideal time to try and travel anywhere unless one
is oneself lunar-based.
Second, it probably pays to get the stars in the
right alignment and do some sacrifices to various
travel gods – burning a cat or virgin or placing a fruit
tray in front of an effigy of Buddha, for instance.
I sacrificed a bunch of flies in a ritualistic sort of
way with a fly swat, but evidently this was not
accepted, notwithstanding the emotion poured into
the task. Perhaps I should have had the foresight
to impale some cockroaches, but unlike the train
from Ernakulum to Madurai, where they crawled
in unrestrained abundance, they are hard to find in
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Órgiva. I also sacrificed a pair of glasses in a plane
on my way over by sitting on them in a fit of religious
fervour, but again without tangible result other than
myopia once my prescription dark glasses filtered
out all sight.
Third, you must always work on carefully prebooked schedules. It guarantees nothing but gives
one a sporting chance of getting on some reasonable
mode of transportation. So if you are like me and
wake up in the morning feeling that this might be the
day to move on to somewhere else, then you do not
stand a chance.
Having established the ground rules, let me tell
you a bit about some of the modes of transportation.
In India, driving is a highly competitive affair
and is carried out in a very audible frenzy. The driving
is not only frantic and aggressive but everyone is
in some sort of terrifying hurry. Even the tuktuk
driver whom one has assured that one is in plenty of
time to get to the bus station nevertheless performs
death-defying feats on wheels to overtake everyone
to get you there first or dead. Small vehicles weave
in and out of big ones, and it is quite acceptable to
cut people off, edge them off the road, proceed to the
red light on the wrong side of the road to swerve in
front of everyone as the light changes, overtake on
the sidewalks and so on. Unlike in the west, where
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limitless teams of bureaucrats work sleeplessly at
adding ever more sophisticated and intrusive rules
governing the use of the roads, in Asia they have
simplified them down to one: Big prevails. In any
direct confrontation, the bigger vehicle will keep
straight on, and if you drive a smaller one and do not
move out of the way you will be crushed to death.
In fact, one of the qualifications for driving a bus in
India is that one is slightly homicidal (I’m told that
it is one of the questions in the job interview – “Do
you enjoy killing people?”).
In Vietnam, there are some similarities, but
the smallest unit there is a motor scooter, and tuktuks
do not exist. In tourist areas one has the bicycle taxis,
which are a whole curse unto themselves but I will
talk about these later in the street-torture section. To
walk is proof of extreme poverty or an indication that
one is a foreigner, which is infinitely worse. Sitting
on a noisy and polluting motor scooter, even if there
are five of you and your belongings precariously
balanced on it, is a mark of acceptability. Scooters are
everywhere, moving in every direction, cutting in and
out and across, hooting their way down sidewalks and
parked blocking all passage along other sidewalks. No
one in fact walks in Vietnam, even through crowded
markets or tiny side streets. It is a matter of status.
Of course, part of the image is that one has to wear
a surgical mask to filter out some of the pollution
that one is creating, so your average scooter driver
looks as if he is a part-time paramedic. However,
the contraption constantly has to be pulled down in
order for them to chain-smoke, so I am not sure how
effective they are – other than image, of course.

on one or the other side of the road; second, avoiding
colliding with anything bigger – buses, minivans and
so on – head on or sideways, as everyone perpetually
overtakes everyone else directly into oncoming traffic.
All this of course has to occur without loss of face
– that is to say, at the very last moment prior to impact
and in a totally unhurried manner.
In Vietnam there is a rather convenient bus
service geared to tourists. The bus goes around the
hotels picking up pre-booked passengers and deposits
them, for a rather inflated but fixed fee, in front of
some ripoff tourist hotel, or in any event in the tourist
ghetto at the destination point. However, during Tet
every mode of transportation is totally and completely
commandeered by Vietnamese going to and coming
from family. We were therefore forced to resort to
the local buses, to which the flames of hell are like
a holiday. These buses, mini-buses, vans and other
wrecks extract a flexible fee which for a seldom-seen
foreigner was on one occasion four times the actual
rate, but with no alternative options, extortion is easy

In Vietnam, dangerous driving is carried out in
a much calmer manner than in India. It is, in fact, a
highly skilled job driving there. A line exists down
the middle of the road, but it serves no perceptible
purpose. Armed with the three essential driving tools
– a horn, an accelerator and brakes, in that order
– one has to negotiate roads swarming with scooters
on both sides and down the middle of it as well
as avoid enormous potholes and ruts and partially
repaired patches. The skill occurs in, first, intimidating
anything smaller (mainly scooters) into thinning out
their ranks to two or three abreast so as to squeeze past
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to achieve. For a foreigner the only hope of retaining
some flesh from the scavengers is to persuade the
local ticket office to sell one a ticket. This they often
refuse to do, knowing that the driver can extract four
times this amount. The vans depart when they are full
to capacity and then proceed to pick up anyone and
everyone en route who is prepared to be squeezed into
the remaining space – stools plonked down the aisles,
unattached benches in the luggage compartments and
so on. Then, of course, the luggage is not allowed
to reduce the potential seating capacity and luggage
arrives in bizarre and massive quantities, sometimes
without passengers – sacks and less conventional
containers of produce for resale, presents for family
(no livestock, but on one occasion a motor scooter
on which, needless to say, some passengers perched).
The luggage is forced under and over feet, seats,
passengers and in fact anywhere. The people-stuffing
is definitely impaired by the presence of foreigners
as we cannot fit either longways or sideways into the
allocated space so in effect get to be extremely cozy
with locals to the point of having their legs dangled
over one or their heads rested on one’s shoulder.
With each other also they have a completely different
concept of personal space: basically none at all. These
buses alternate between a mad stampede through the
scooter-infested roadways and screeching stops near
anyone who might be persuaded to squeeze in, while
the conductor yells his destination incessantly at all
passersby.

trees. In any event, the men never seem to venture into
the toilets, which are themselves a local experience.
Modesty is not advisable in Vietnam as anything offroad is riddled with unexploded ordnance left over
from the American war. We never did wonder why
we were the only foreigners.
We have had some pretty spectacular trips in the
three years since retirement, and even when things
have gone a bit wrong they have ended up working
out quite well in the end. So it is humbling to have to
tell you of the one that was doomed from the outset.
From the outset, the stars and the travel gods
conspired against us. We had long delays in Delhi
while the plane to Chennai (Madras) waited for a freak
out-of-season cyclone. We arrived to torrential rain
that kept pouring for our three days there, converting
the roadways in Prambran suburb into unnavigable
waterways. On one occasion we were in a collectivo
that decided to bypass the main road where cars
had stalled and motorcyclists were getting free shoe
washes and the normal chaos of the Indian roadways
prevailed in reduced motion, balanced by greatly

No one is allowed to be seen smoking on buses,
except, of course, the driver and the conductor, who
chain-smoke. Whether as a result of this or the very
large breakfasts that Vietnamese eat or the “stop,
start, honk, swerve” driving over corrugated road
surfaces throughout this ordeal (on one occasion
17 hours), locals constantly retch into plastic sick
bags which they then throw out of the window. One
needs, however, a stoic control over all other forms
of elimination. Occasionally, when the bus driver
is hungry, which is very seldom, the bus pulls up
somewhere for a few minutes. This might be at a bus
“restaurant” affair that in India resembles a garbage
dump and in Vietnam is equally filthy but with more
control over refuse. It might equally be some hole in
the wall or, as in Vietnam on one occasion, a bunch of
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Food served on banana leaves, Chennai
(Madras), India.
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increased noise. All the bypass roads, however, were
impassable except one that was totally blocked by
a stalled car being towed out of the newly created
swamp. Naturally, being India, our driver knew the
perfect solution: You drive round it, which needless
to say took him off the edge of the road. At this point,
all the passengers were ejected and had to wade kneedeep in the foul water while the van was pushed back
onto the road and forced to return to the relatively
safer chaos on the main road.
We were attending a congress taking place in
this suburb of Chennai over the New Year; hence the
unfortunate timing of our visit. The congress took place
at a marriage hall, where all meals were included. The
meals were taken seated at long tables half the width
of western trestle tables with the chairs in a row all
down one side and an unfurled banana leaf in front of
each. On the other side, an army of cooks constantly
walked up and down with enormous pots and buckets
containing different foods which they plunked in
separate piles on each banana leaf and continued to
replenish until you indicated that you could eat no
more. One had to then blend in food from different
piles with one’s right hand – the left being reserved
for the other end of the digestion process – and flick
it into the mouth, preferably only getting food on the

tips of the fingers. It is extremely challenging. The
women, in fact, use only three fingers and the thumb,
the little finger pointed elegantly up into the air like
a female English aristocrat drinking tea. Then after
each meal there was a row of washbasins to rinse off
the fingertips, palms, elbows or armpits depending
on how successful one had been in hand-to-mouth
coordination. Licking fingers is considered extremely
bad manners.
Released from the protective embrace of middleclass India, we made our way to Mysore with the
intention of travelling down and the west coast and up
the east to Tuticoram, where we incorrectly believed
a ferry would take us to Colombo in Sri Lanka. They
say one either loves or hates India, and often both,
but indifference is not an option. For us it was hard
to admire the filth and chaos and poverty and total
administrative muddle and, no doubt, corruption. It
seems that all effort is put into techniques of accepting
the unacceptable and little or none into making things
acceptable.
By the time we got to Fort Cochin in Kerala, our
sole objective was to get out of India as fast as possible,
which was also difficult. We saw some fascinating
ancient temples and palaces, an old synagogue, various
churches, and colonial buildings
from different colonizers, but
pervading everything was the
noise and pollution and chaos.
Our escape took us to Madurai
and Tiruchirappalli. Racial
discrimination is alive and well
in India, and wherever we went
we were besieged by the greedy
and the needy so that one could
not really enjoy any of this.

Trichi (Tiruchirappalli), Tamil Nadu, India.
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Bad karma followed us to
Colombo. We know Sri Lanka
and have friends there and it
is a truly prime destination.
However, we had endless
difficulties with Sri Lankan
Airlines, bad weather, and bad
luck with hotels, and spent
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the last day stranded between flight muddles at the
mediocre Negombo beach resort area, where either I
got food poisoning or the flu.
I spent the first three days in Bangkok on death’s
bed with a high fever. We like Bangkok, and although
it’s not immune from noise and pollution and its
share of traffic chaos the people are very helpful

The “death’s bed” in a Bangkok hotel in
which I feverishly lay for three days.

The very posh Mount Lavinia Hotel in Colombo,
Sri Lanka, where we went only for a drink and the
irresistible photo-op; we stayed somewhere else.

and friendly even when one has refused what they
are touting. We managed some enjoyable tourism,
including a sort of motorized gondola ride down
some canals. On one very amusing occasion we
found a little roadside restaurant near our hotel
where we had excellent Thai food for very little
money served by an extravagantly effeminate young
man who exaggerated his femininity to the point
of looking like a cross between Greta Garbo and
Marilyn Monroe.
Getting into Cambodia
overland was a traumatic affair,
not least because I ill-advisedly
refused to pay the pitiful bribe
demanded by the Cambodian visa
office. We escaped the “tourist
transportation centre” by walking
out onto the road through a gauntlet
of angry officials. Once there,
however, we loved Cambodia
and in hindsight after the horrors
of Vietnam wished we had stayed
longer. We visited the magnificent
Khmer ruins (spanning the ninth
to 15th centuries) of palaces and
temples – Anghor Wat, Anghor
Thom and Ta Prohm and many
less-visited ones as well, and
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then took a fast boat up the Mekong River to Phnom
Penh.
One of the highlights of our Cambodia trip was a
Cambodian classical dance performance in Sien Reap.
The costumes were most elaborate and the dance
incredibly elegant, with the women using complex and
delicate hand movements similar to the Indonesian
dance traditions. We were also lucky enough to hear a
makeshift classical music concert put on by a group of
men who’d been badly injured by the mines and suchlike that are still scattered around Cambodia from the
American war. And we bought their CD.
Overgrown building in Khmer ruins, Cambodia.
There is no denying that Vietnam is full of
fascinating ancient temples and crumbling French
colonial buildings, but it is offset by the most
rapacious and disagreeable people that we have yet
encountered on our travels. We were aggressively
besieged by touts and vendors who lied and cheated
and gave deliberately false information. On one
occasion when Lavinia badly injured herself after
we had been deliberately misled as to the walking
conditions on Cat Ba island, the guide vanished and
then when I caught up with him was totally indifferent
until he realized that I was going to pay more money
to hire a taxi to get her back.
Cambodian classical dancers in Sien Reap.
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Our trip was ambitious, covering from
the south to north of this long country by
bus. We were not prepared for the cold,
wet weather once we left the south, which
contributed to the discomfort. Also, with
so many scooters, the pollution was at
times almost unbearable. For the first time
on our travels, language was a real barrier.
We have found that even in countries
where we have had no common language,
where there is a will to understand one can
communicate simple things without issue.
There is certainly no will to understand in
Vietnam, and they take full advantage of
one’s inability to speak their language.
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In more cold, wet and difficult travel
conditions we battled our way on another long
stretch up to Nimh Binh with its fascinating
spiky mountains through which we travelled
by a boat rowed by a lady using her feet to
manipulate the oars. Then, before visiting
cool but charming Hanoi, we spent some
time on Cat Ba island, travelling through the
magnificent spiky islands and into incredible
caves.
On our return trip, we were lucky to be
able to spend a couple of nights with friends
in Delhi, where we briefly explored the many
ancient sites in the comfort of a car and driver.
This is the way to visit Asia.

“Spiky islands” in Along Bay
(Ha Long Bay), Vietnam.
That said, we spent some time in Ho Chi
Minh City (Saigon) and from there took a boat to
Vung Toa, a mediocre seaside resort frequented by
HCMC weekenders. From there we made our way
to Dalat, a charming French colonial hill town,
spoilt somewhat by the overwhelming number
of New Year celebrators and their scooters. In
dangerous conditions we headed from there back
to the coast at Nha Tranh, where we again had bad
luck with a ripoff boat trip and a sea too rough
to really swim in.
Now in the absolute worst travel conditions
we had a hell-on-earth trip up to Hoi An, including
having to negotiate onward travel at Qui Nhon
about half-way on this very long stretch. None of
this was assisted by the perpetual rain and cold.
Hoi An, however, is a pretty French colonial
town well discovered for tourism, as is Hue, an
ancient capital and home to a magnificent royal
complex.

Folk Dancer

At a famous site in Delhi, the trip near its close.
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Life is Music and Dance
by May Ip

May Ip founded the Grey Bruce International Folk Dancers in Owen Sound, Ontario in January 2012 (http://
greybruceinternationalfolkdancers.posterous.com). The group has two classes on Fridays; see calendar
listings on p. 16. May says, “I have been doing all the teaching so far. But I welcome anyone to lead and
teach if they want to!”
Where do I begin? I first encountered folk dancing in
primary school back in Hong Kong. Believe it or not,
folk dance was being taught in primary and secondary
schools when I was growing up there. (And these days,
it is still one of the popular pastimes.) I danced all
through my youth and adulthood. Then I immigrated
to Canada and got busy raising children.

In 2013, the group is adding more dances to the
dance list and continuing with demonstrations and
classes. Owing to our efforts to promote international
folk dancing in the community, our group is
expanding slowly from the original small size of 10,
and the age of dancers now spans from 9 to 70+!

Photo: Gary Murphy

Two years ago, I felt a strong urge to do folk dance
again. After all, 15 years was a very long break. The
thing about folk dancing is that one cannot really do
it alone. It is a social event. So, in the summer and
fall of 2011, I hosted a couple of fund-raising folk
dance gatherings for the local library in which I taught
participants beginner-level dances and connected with
a few people in the community who share my interest.
That winter, we decided to start meeting and dancing
on a regular basis.

Grey Bruce International Folk Dancers is
only just over one year old, but we have learned
an impressive list of over 40 dances from Eastern
Europe and Asia Minor; to name a few, Miserlou
(Greece), Işte Hendek (Turkey), Ne Felj Lanyom
(Hungary) and Hineh Ma Tov (Israel). Last year, the
group did demonstrations in a couple of community
events to promote international folk dancing, and it
worked! In the fall, there was enough interest in the
community for the group to run classes for adults and
youths as well as people with disabilities.

Folk Dancer

Doing Kulsko Oro at the Grey Bruce One World Festival in Owen
Sound, May 31, 2012. May Ip is second from last in the line.
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On January 17, Toronto’s Don Heights group
celebrated Jean McAdam’s 98th birthday at their
regular Thursday night class. She is shown with Olga
Sandolowich at right.

Ramazan Kellezi, a choreographer and ballet
director born in Albania who currently lives in
Toronto, where he directs a children’s Albanian
ensemble, taught a mini-workshop of Albanian
dances at the London international group on Friday,
February 1.
Sandy Starkman had surgery in mid-February
(the third operation in the space of a year!) to repair a
hernia of the diaphragm. She’s gotten over the initial
pain now and is starting back on the way to regaining
her normal activities, having been advised that it will
take about two to three months.
Fred Slater, who attended the 2012 dance
weekend called “The Flurry” in Sarasota Springs,
NY and reviewed it in the October 2012 issue, went
to the 2013 edition in February, and had a great time
once again.

The great singer Kremena Stancheva has
passed away of brain cancer. She was a member
of the Bulgarian State Radio & Television Female
Vocal Choir, whose album Le Mystère des Voix
Bulgares (The Mystery of Bulgarian Voices) became
a worldwide sensation in the 1980s. Kremena was
also a gifted teacher.

Photos: Allen Katz

Hamilton folk dancer Adam Kossowski has
become a grandfather (dziadzio): Arjun was born on
February 26 in Santa Clara, California, the son of
Daniel (Adam’s son) and Manisha.

The New Year’s Eve party photos not being
available in time for the February issue, here’s
one now. Patricia Stenton, left, hugs Mirdza
Jaunzemis after midnight strikes, Jan. 1, 2013, at
Kimbourne Park United Church, Toronto.
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